
A quiet, cool sun
scientists probe sunspot 
cycle, climate

our nearest star, the sun, has been 
 awfully quiet lately. in fact, no living scientist 
has seen it behave this way. 

in 2008, scientists observed no sunspots on 73% 
of the year’s 366 days, making 1913 the last year with 
more spotless days. the count for 2009 is even lower; 
as of early may, scientists reported no sunspots on 
85% of the year’s days.

“it’s an exciting time,” says mark miesch (essl/
hao). “this is the deepest solar minimum since the 

space age began—the first deep minimum we’re 
getting a really good look at. We have telescopes 
scrutinizing it like never before.”

sunspots are dark, planet-sized regions of mag-
netism on the sun’s surface that spit out flares and 
explosions of hot gas called coronal mass ejections, 
and cause intense ultraviolet radiation. they follow 
an 11-year cycle of activity discovered by German 
 astronomer samuel heinrich schwabe in 1843. a peak 
in the sunspot count during the cycle is called the 
solar maximum, as opposed to the calmer solar mini-
mum, when the least number of sunspots appears. 
although the cycle averages 11 years, since 1700 it has 
varied in length from nine to 14 years.

in 1848, swiss astronomer rudolf Wolf came up 
with a method for counting sunspots that is still in 

Above: In 2004, Mausumi  Dikpati 
and colleagues in ESSL/HAO 
accurately predicted that solar 
cycle 23 would be a long one, 
delaying the start of cycle 24. 

Below: These images from 
NCAR’s Mauna Loa Solar 
Observatory show helium emis-
sions from the upper chromo-
sphere on October 30, 2003, 
near the peak of the last solar 
cycle (left), and on May 4, 2009, 
when no sunspots were ob-
served (right). (Images courtesy 
ESSL/HAO.)
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Bill Kuo.

updates on people, places and activitiesbolts

A new leader for WRF’s testbed
on april 1, bill Kuo (cosmic) took the reins of the Developmental testbed center, a boulder-based joint 

 effort between ncar and noaa. the Dtc supports the Weather research and Forecasting model (WrF), 
 letting scientists test and explore the model in a setting that incorporates the perspectives of both research 
scientists and operational forecasters. its main objective is to expedite technology transfer between the 
 research and operational communities. bill will remain cosmic director on a part-time basis.

bill replaces founding director bob Gall, who has since retired. noaa’s steven Koch will continue as deputy 
director. bill helped create WrF in the late 1990s after he and bob agreed that ncar’s community modeling work 
should benefit operational numerical weather prediction. the Dtc’s two dozen staff members are drawn mainly 
from ral and noaa’s earth systems research laboratory. “i would say the Dtc is one of the shining examples of 
ncar and noaa working together,” bill says. additional support comes from the air Force Weather agency.

the Dtc provides a wide variety of techniques for verifying the skill of forecast models. its dedicated com-
puting time allows for new code to be tested for as long as several months, helping to ensure that it’s up to 
the rigors of day-to-day forecasting use. increasingly, the center is working on ways to entrain more data into 
models. it will offer a tutorial for noaa’s hurricane WrF model that will be released to the community in the 
coming year as a coupled atmosphere/ocean system, eventually to include a wave model.  
www.dtcenter.org

New hiring system goes online
hiring managers and job applicants now have a 

user-friendly, streamlined method for connecting 
with each other. this spring, hr began implement-
ing the applicant tracking software openhire across 
the organization. 

openhire lets job applicants set up candidate 
profiles, utilize an e-mail job alert system, and 
attach up to five documents to their application pro-
files. hiring staff, in turn, are able to view résumés 
and all attachments online in the formats submitted 
by applicants, as well as collect comments from the 
hiring committee. in addition, they can complete 
requests to hire online and route those requests by 
e-mail for approval.

“We feel that openhire is a solid product that 
will allow us to be much more efficient in our hiring 
processes,” says hr’s nancy Wade. “We’re commit-
ted to making this transition a smooth one.”

a committee was formed in 2004 to help re-
engineer ucar’s hiring process. the committee, 
composed of representatives from different labs, 
divisions, and programs, recommended that hr 
select a Web-based applicant tracking system to 
replace Webhire, which the organization has used 
since 1999. 

openhire demonstrations are being scheduled 
for each ncar lab and ucar program. Details of 
these demos, tutorials, and new hiring process 
forms can be found at the link below. 
www.fin.ucar.edu/hr/internal/adminnet/ 
openhire.html

Resources for computer security 
in april, the security engineering Group, 

which helps safeguard ucar/ncar’s shared 
computing infrastructure, unveiled a new secu-
rity website (see link below). the site is part of 
an outreach program to improve communications 
with staff.

the first section of the website, written for a 
general audience, includes the group’s contact 
information, an overview of current security 
issues (virus activity, for example), and a feature 
named the security blanket, which showcases a 
monthly article by security’s Wendy Derman. the 
inaugural article, “Just another Fish in the sea,” 
explains why the organization’s computers are 
vulnerable to hackers despite security protections 
and makes suggestions for what staff can do to 
help protect them.  

the second section, which will be available 
later this spring, is intended for systems adminis-
trators. it will contain instructions for submitting 
requests for services, procedures for security 
incidents, and information about various security 
projects. 

“the new website is just one piece of an 
education and dialogue effort that we’re embark-
ing on,” Wendy explains. “We are also in the early 
stages of working with csac [computer security 
advisory committee] to put together a program 
for educating systems administrators that will be 
much more technically oriented.” 
security.ucar.edu
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Quiet Sun    continued from page 1 

use today. Wolf reconstructed cycles as far back as 
the 1755–66 cycle, which he dubbed “cycle 1.” since 
then, subsequent cycles have been numbered con-
secutively, so the current cycle, which began with a 
solar minimum in 1996, is cycle 23.

cycle 23 is confounding scientists as its solar 
minimum persists far longer than almost anyone 
expected. noaa’s space Weather prediction center 
called for the next cycle, 24, to heat up between 
september 2007 and september 2008. instead, the 
sun continues to scrape the bottom of cycle 23. in 
addition to its absence of sunspots, it set several 
other records last year, hitting a 50-year low in solar 
wind pressure (streams of particles poured out from 
the sun), a 12-year low in solar irradiance (brightness 
on visible and extreme ultraviolet wavelengths), and 
a 55-year low in radio emissions (brightness on radio 
wavelengths).

scientists in hao are observing the quiet sun with 
a coronagraph known as the mark iV operated at 
the mauna loa solar observatory, along with other 
instruments. they’re also involved with hinode, a 
satellite-borne solar observatory launched by Japan in 
2006 that carries a solar telescope that ncar helped 

NCAR hosts photojournalist James Balog, 
 climatologist Gavin Schmidt

on april 21, lafayette-based photojournalist James 
balog visited the mesa lab to present glacier images 
from his extreme ice survey. the presentation was 
part of essl/cGD’s seminar series.

the extreme ice survey is the most wide-ranging 
glacier study ever conducted using ground-based, 
real-time photography. it features time-lapse videos, 
taken in Greenland, iceland, alaska, and the rocky 
mountains, that document the rapid changes occur-
ring in earth’s frozen realms. the videos are supple-
mented with repeat photography in iceland, the alps, 
and bolivia.

Guided by the recommendations of glaciologists, 
balog and his team installed time-lapse cameras 
at accessible and photogenic sites that represent 
regional conditions and have high scientific value. 
the solar-powered cameras are programmed to shoot 
once an hour during daylight, capturing approxi-
mately 4,000 images per year for a total projected 

archive of nearly 500,000 photographs by comple-
tion of the survey.

balog, a geomorphologist by training, became 
interested in photographing changes in ice after a 
2005 assignment photographing glaciers in iceland 
for the new yorker. “i feel it’s vitally important to 
show what’s happening with the canary in the coal 
mine,” he told a crowd of several dozen at the mesa 
lab, referring to the special vulnerability of glaciers to 
climate change.

on June 18, nasa scientist Gavin schmidt will 
speak at the center Green auditorium at 4:00 p.m. 
and sign copies of his new book, climate change: 
 picturing the science. the book is a collection of 
 essays by climate scientists on the nature of human-
induced climate change, the ways scientists have 
come to understand and measure the risks that it 
poses, and the options we face. schmidt, a climatolo-
gist, is the co-founder of realclimate.org, where he 
is a contributing editor. more details will appear in 
today@ucar.

updates on people, places and activitiesbolts

continued on page 4

build. the telescope is taking high-resolution images 
of the sun’s surface.

NCAR team predicted late start to cycle 24
in march 2006, mausumi Dikpati, Giuliana de 

toma, and peter Gilman in hao predicted that 
cycle 24 would begin as much as a year late and be 
30–50% stronger than cycle 23. they used a fore-
casting approach based on a dynamical modeling 
approach, as opposed to statistical patterns used by 
other forecasting groups. the group is sticking by 
its prediction of a strong cycle, even though slow-
starting cycles are often weak. 

“in our model, the seed magnetic field for a new 
cycle comes from the recycled magnetic fields of the 
sun from the past three cycles; therefore, it does 
not depend on what is happening at the present,” 
mausumi explains. 

mausumi predicted in 2004 that cycle 23 would be 
a long one, delaying the start of cycle 24. this predic-
tion has certainly turned out to be true—cycle 24 is 
now delayed even longer than she predicted. (the 
hao model is the only sunspot model that predicted 
the delayed onset, with all others predicting that 

Icebergs measuring 200 feet 
(60 meters), formerly part of 
the Greenland Ice Sheet, float 
into the North Atlantic Ocean, 
raising seal levels as they melt. 
(Photo by James Balog/ 
Extreme Ice Survey.)
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Quiet Sun    continued from page 3 

 cycle 24 would commence as early as 2006.) in the 
hao model, the length of a cycle comes from the 
speed of the sun’s meridional (north-to-south) flow. 
observations indicate a slow-down in meridional 
flow during the major part of cycle 23, mausumi says, 
providing a rationale for a delay of cycle 24.

the hao group is also standing by its prediction 
of a strong cycle despite a different forecast from 
the solar cycle 24 prediction panel, a multiagency 
group coordinated by noaa, released on may 8. the 
majority (but not a consensus) of the panel reached 
a prediction that cycle 24 will be below average in 
intensity, with a maximum sunspot number of 90.

Sunspots and climate
scientists have long tried to detect climate impacts 

on earth from the sun’s 11-year cycles, with debatable 
results. most solar researchers believe that the cycle 
is too short to have much immediate effect on earth’s 
climate, particularly since the variation in solar out-
put during these cycles is only about 0.1%. 

recently, some observers, including a few climate 
change skeptics, have drawn connections between 
the current solar minimum and the fact that average 
temperatures in 2008 were the coolest since 2000 
(though 2008 still ranked among the 10 warmest 
years on record). according to mark, however, “the 
climate system takes longer to respond to solar activ-
ity than a few years.”

apart from its 11-year cycles, the sun also experi-
ences longer-lasting active and quiet phases that 
can persist for decades. scientists have observed 
and closely documented these active phases (grand 
maxima) and quiet phases (grand minima). During 
periods with higher solar activity, surface tempera-
tures on earth appear warmer than average, while 

periods with markedly less solar activity might be 
related to cooler conditions on earth.

in the 17th century, the sun went into a quiet spell 
during which no sunspots were observed for 70 years. 
this period, known as the maunder minimum, is of-
ten used as a synonym for the little ice age, but the 
two aren’t interchangeable. “one has to be careful,” 
cautions caspar ammann (essl/cGD). “lower solar 
activity could have contributed to the little ice age, 
but other factors such as volcanism are at least as im-
portant. the coldest years in the maunder minimum 
were right after strong volcanic eruptions.”

another quiet spell between 1790 and 1830, the 
Dalton minimum, is believed to have cooled earth 
slightly, though the early 19th century also saw a 
number of exceptionally large volcanic eruptions. the 
sun was highly active in the 20th century, peaking in 
the 1950s and 1980s. although it became active at the 
same time earth began to warm, most scientists be-
lieve that the sun’s effect on climate is overwhelmed 
by human-caused climate change brought about by 
the release of greenhouse gases.

“one indication for such a conclusion can be 
gained from the sunspots themselves. although there 
were large-amplitude sunspot cycles over the past 
few decades, there is no marked increase in sunspots 
that would mimic the recent temperature trends,” 
caspar says. he adds that cooling in the upper at-
mosphere suggests the lack of a solar driver for the 
changes, pointing to greenhouse gases instead.

The upper atmosphere responds
in hao, stan solomon is studying earth’s upper at-

mosphere, which responds to both solar activity and 
climate change. During the active phase of the 11-year 
cycle, ultraviolet light and energetic particles from the 
sun increase, producing a warming and expansion of 
the upper atmosphere; when solar activity wanes, the 
thermosphere settles and cools. the build-up of car-
bon dioxide in the atmosphere also cools the thermo-
sphere even though it acts to warm the atmosphere 
near the earth’s surface, a paradox related to the fact 
that the atmosphere thins with height. 

stan’s research is aimed at sorting out the effects 
of both the solar cycle and carbon dioxide on the 
thermosphere’s cooling trend. “there’s enormous in-
terest in this among the solar-terrestrial community,” 
says stan, who’s getting involved with a new nasa 

This image shows a group 
of sunspots on the surface 

of the Sun. The direction 
of the Sun’s magnetic field 
is indicated by the spines 

in the penumbrae—the 
shaded fringes around 

the center of each spot. 
The photograph was 

taken through a Swedish 
 Telescope in La Palma, 
Canary Islands, Spain.
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Guest Column    continued from page 8 

research program on the causes and consequences of 
the current solar minimum. “We need to understand 
the entire atmosphere, including outer space, and 
how it responds to a combination of solar change and 
anthropogenic [human-caused] change.”

the research can also help nasa and other 
 agencies plan the fuel needs and timing of satellite 
launches more precisely, potentially saving millions 
of dollars.

When the thermosphere cools, it contracts, becom-
ing less dense. this reduces the drag on satellites in 
low earth orbit, allowing them to stay airborne longer. 

stan emphasizes that, although scientists have 
demonstrated that climate change is a real threat 
and the general public increasingly agrees, research-
ers still have plenty of work cut out for them trying 
to understand the complex interplay between the 
sun, earth’s atmosphere, and climate change. 
“climate research isn’t over, because there is a huge 
amount that we don’t understand,” he says. “and 
we need to be able to quantify the things we think 
we understand.” 

In 2008, scientists 
observed no sunspots 
on 73% of the year’s 366 
days, making 1913 the last 
year with more spotless 
days. (Image courtesy 
spaceweather.com.)

engage the scientific community directly in the work of public policy.” ucar and the ucar community are 
definitely engaged.  

as we work on capitol hill, we cannot allow congress to lose the fact that the science of severe weather 
and climate change is not done. in fact, our message is that it is more important than ever as the country and 
world struggle with adaptation issues, the planning for which must be based on accurate predictions of re-
gional change. and to make our science useful to stakeholders, we are creating our own unexpected alliances 
with state and local governments, non-governmental organizations, think tanks, and those working to protect 
and manage valuable resources such as water, agricultural land, and coastal areas. on capitol hill, these part-
nerships currently manifest themselves in a series of ucar briefings demonstrating the link between science 
and climate adaptation planning.

Jane lubchenco, the new noaa administrator, also met with the ucar board of trustees. she is extremely 
upbeat, calling these “momentous times for science,” but warning of the “tension between thinking boldly 
and realistically.” the old obstacles are still in place—one cannot be naïve about that. the partisan chasm is 
still wide. the inevitable standoff between the executive and legislative branches, no matter what marginal 
congressional majority may emerge, will inevitably cause legislative delay and disappointment. but there is a 
new excitement as you walk the halls of congress these days. and we’re part of it. Front and center. 
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DiVerse bacKGrounDs, common 
concerns emerGe at listeninG 
session

roger Wakimoto is a Japanese-american whose 
grandparents and parents were all born in 
the united states. yet the eol director, who 

moved from his native california to boulder in 2004, 
finds that people sometimes assume he’s new to this 
country. “i’ve often been complimented on how well 
i speak english,” roger says. “When i tell them i’ve 
been speaking english since i was two or three, they 
often look at me as if i’m pulling their leg.”

there are more than 130 people of asian heritage 
at ucar/ncar, a little more than 10% of the organi-
zation’s total staff. like roger, some have spent much 
or all of their lives in the states. For others—especial-
ly scientific visitors—ncar provides their first direct 
exposure to american life and culture. 

roughly a third of ncar’s asian staff assembled 
in center Green on may 1 for what was billed as an 
“asian listening meeting.” the two-hour session was 
roger’s brainchild, arranged primarily by the ncar 
Workforce management plan committee, which 
he chairs.

organizers of the meeting hope to see volunteers 
step forward to launch what they’ve tentatively 
named the ucar asian circle—a body that could 
discuss issues, represent asian staff, provide a forum 
for management, and plan cultural activities for staff 
as a whole.

“it was a pioneering event,” says laura pan (essl/
acD), one of the forum’s five breakout-group leaders. 
“people were excited and glad for the opportunity to 
be heard. they were also uncertain where this is lead-
ing and how outspoken they should be. as part of the 
asian culture, it is common to think that we should 
deal with our problems ourselves and not bother 
 others or the system.”

the challenge of going against the grain of lifelong 
cultural training to assert oneself as a leader was a 
recurring theme at the meeting. at ncar, asians are 
well represented as scientists but underrepresented 
among managers, a situation some participants re-
ferred to as the “bamboo ceiling.”

“even though we have a huge asian population, 
not many are in leadership positions,” says bill Kuo, 
the new director of the Developmental testbed cen-
ter (see page 2). he believes some asians have a hard 
time picturing themselves in management roles here: 
“it’d be totally unthinkable in china or Japan to have 
someone who’s not from that country as head of the 
weather bureau or a research lab.”

another breakout group leader, Kyoko ikeda, 
joined ral in 2002 as an associate scientist. she’s 
been in the states for 18 years, ever since she arrived 
in calvin, north Dakota—becoming the town’s first 
asian resident—to attend high school as a cultural-
exchange student. Kyoko says her group agreed 
that there is equal opportunity for asians at ncar, 
adding, “We felt that our own cultural tendencies to 
be reserved and not overly vocal or assertive some-
times limit us from seizing any opportunities that 
may come about.”

along with cultural differences, language was the 
other major barrier discussed by the group, especially 
for relatively new arrivals. “it is very difficult for us to 
truly master english,” says Jielun sun (essl/mmm), 
who has moved up the ladder from project scientist 
to scientist iii in her seven years here. she notes, for 
example, that the chinese language lacks the concept 
of articles, such as “a” or “the.” moreover, she says, 

Asian staff takes stock

Roger Wakimoto.

Program committee for the Asian 
listening meeting

Bill Kuo (COSMIC/DTC)
Raj Pandya (UCAR)
Mohan Ramamurthy (Unidata)
Jenny Sun (ESSL/MMM)
Roger Wakimoto (EOL)

Breakout group chairs
Ben Ho (COSMIC)
Kyoko Ikeda (RAL)
Hanli Liu (ESSL/HAO)
Jielun Sun (ISP/MMM)
Laura Pan (ESSL/ACD)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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More than 40 Asian staff 
met in Center Green on 
May 1 to discuss common 
issues and concerns.

“english has so many exceptions, which cannot be 
explained satisfactorily. ‘it sounds better’ does not 
help us at all.”

Jielun hopes more asian staff will participate in 
ncar’s communicating science esl (english as a 
second language) program. it was organized in 2003 
by mary Golden, chief editorial assistant for the ams 
journal monthly Weather review. Formerly housed 
in mmm, mary is now based offsite but continues to 
give esl workshops facilitated by Jielun. “the group 
wouldn’t have happened without Jielun’s contribu-
tions and leadership,” says mary. many other ucar/
ncar and ams staff pitched in to get commsci esl 
rolling, including huaqing cai (ral) and Junhong 
Wang (eol).

one of commsci’s longstanding events is table-
talk, an informal lunchtime meeting coordinated by 
charlie Krinsky (essl/acD) to help attendees practice 
english and to encourage intercultural exchanges 
among staff. some native engish speakers have found 
participating helpful when they are planning to travel 

 On the Web 

CommSci ESL

www.ucar.edu/commsci/esl.html

abroad themselves, says mary. the commsci esl 
group has also held occasional seminars (mmm direc-
tor Greg holland spoke on scientific editing) and so-
cial events, including an all-staff multicultural potluck 
and a lunar new year dinner at a boulder restaurant.

more could be accomplished on the language 
front, according to several people involved with 
commsci. “ucar/ncar needs an in-house scientific 
editor,” says Jielun. “it would be good not just for esl 
people but also for american writers.” mary notes 
that many asian staff study english grammar inten-
sively and are blossoming as writers. “the help they 
may get, however, is only whatever time is available 
from their coauthors or division colleagues, who may 
or may not be good writers themselves and who often 
have little time to do more than correct mistakes.”

Despite such concerns, participants came away 
encouraged by the potential for kinship and support 
among ucar’s asians and between themselves and 
the staff at large. “i was very happy to have the op-
portunity to hear thoughts from participants at the 
meeting and find out that many of us share common 
feelings,” says Kyoko. laura hopes the meeting can 
spark more all-staff interaction. “i am interested in 
events that communicate asian culture to everyone 
here in an effort to make true an american dream: 
a great melting pot, maybe starting with a salad 
bowl.”  
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guest  column

Cindy Schmidt
Director, UCAR Office of Government Affairs

there is a new excitement as you walk the halls 
of congress these days. the energy level is tre-
mendous, the work hours longer than ever, and 

you have to wonder how people are keeping up. as 
president, barack obama has been true to his word 
and moved quickly to promote a national agenda that 
prominently features science and technology. the 
ucar community is a major beneficiary.  

in the ucar office of Government affairs, we 
work closely with lewis-burke associates llc, an 
advocacy firm that gives us excellent entrée and ad-
vice. the principal of the firm, april burke, says that 
she has never seen such change with the arrival of a 
new administration in all her years in Washington. it’s 
change that has caused destabilization for many old 

coalitions, the creation of unexpected alliances, and 
new access for individuals and institutions that have 
credibility in how to approach and manage issues that 
are now high on the new president’s agenda—issues 
such as science education, unbiased research results, 
scientific integrity, and climate change. this is where 
ucar comes in, “front and center” as april believes, 
with new responsibilities to provide credible scientific 
content and advice for policy makers.  

the obama administration quickly put together a 
leadership team that is capable of achieving the presi-
dent’s promised restoration and elevation of science. 
the head of that team, John holdren, the president’s 
science advisor and director of the office of science 
and technology policy, had a substantive dialogue 
with the ucar board of trustees on may 20 during 
its annual Washington meeting that i was privileged 
to attend. after saying that ucar “serves a very 
important service to the country” and acknowledging 
all the professional associations he’d had with people 
around the table, holdren launched into a series of 
prepared questions and finally asked if the conversa-
tion could keep going beyond the appointed hour. 
this may not seem extraordinary, but his  openness, 
accessibility, and reaching out represent a sea 
change that surprised and delighted everyone in 
that room.

there are many reasons for the new administra-
tion’s attention to ucar. We have some of the most 
respected scientists in the world. ncar director 
eric barron just served as chair of the “tiger team” 
reports on the establishment of a national climate 
service, which means he is in high demand on capi-
tol hill as relevant bills are drafted. ucar president 
rick anthes co-chaired the highly respected decadal 
survey for earth observations on which sections 
of nasa and noaa plans and budgets are based. 
rosina bierbaum, ucar board member from the uni-
versity of michigan, was appointed by the president 
to serve on the prestigious and influential president’s 
council of advisors on science and technology. in his 
april 27 speech to the national academies, in which 
he pledged support for research and development at 
3% of the gross domestic product for the first time 
in history, president obama said that “we need to 

Momentous times for science: 
ucar and the obama administration

continued on page 5

“It’s time we once again put science 

at the top of our agenda and work to 

restore America’s place as the world 

leader in science and technology.”
 

President–elect Barack Obama, 
December 22, 2009

Science has a simple faith, which transcends utility . . . . 
It is the faith that it is the privilege of man to learn to 
understand, and that this is his mission. If we abandon that 
 mission under stress we shall abandon it forever, for stress 
will not cease. Knowledge for the sake of understanding, 
n ot merely to prevail, that is the essence of our being. None 
can define its limits, or set its ultimate boundaries.

—Vannevar bush, the nation’s first science advisor 
to the president (under Franklin roosevelt)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Dick Friesen
EOL

Staff Notes: you’re currently a casual in eol. What are 
you working on?

Dick: i was the project engineer starting in 2002 on 
the hiaper aircraft. that was a full-time job until 
hiaper was delivered in 2005. it involved taking 
what they call a “green” airplane, which is the way it 
comes off the production line, and modifying it for 
use as a scientific research aircraft. i went to a casual 
appointment about the time of t-reX [the terrain-
induced rotor experiment in 2006], hiaper’s first 
big field project. now, i’m working on loose ends for 
hiaper. We’re trying to finish up the wing stores; 
that’s probably the last of the major modifications 
on the aircraft for some time. i also get involved 
with projects on the c-130, such as satellite 
 communications.

Staff Notes: sounds like they keep you pretty busy. 
how long have you worked at ncar?

Dick: i started here in 1965 as a student assistant, 
hired by John latham [now in essl/mmm]. i was 
going to cu and studying electrical engineering. back 

in the ‘60s, engineering wasn’t as sophisticated as it 
is today—we studied generators, motors, and power 
transmission, not computers and signal processing. 
after a couple of years i got discouraged and dropped 
out of school. i was going to get drafted, so i joined 
the national Guard. then i came back and did some 
civil engineering and surveying. i decided that what 
i really liked was math and physics. so i went back 
and got a combined degree in math and physics while 
working at ncar part time. after graduating, i got 
a position as an instrumentation engineer, and took 
courses in software engineering and atmospheric 

 sciences at csu to better understand the science 
aspect of my work. over the years, i’ve also been a 
software engineer, project manager, and head of the 
raF Data management and project management 
groups. 

Staff Notes: What have you liked best about your long 
career here?

Dick: the variety of positions i’ve held, and the variety 
of people here—technicians, mechanics, scientists, 
pilots, engineers. also, i’ve probably been on 80 field 
projects; i’ve been to Greenland, churchill [canada], 
australia, the maldives, africa. i really like the travel 
and all the interesting people you meet on projects. 
i take great satisfaction in seeing the successful out-
come of a field (or development) project and the sub-
sequent publications that lead to a better understand-
ing of atmospheric and environmental processes.

Staff Notes: tell me about your life outside work.

Dick: my wife, Valerie, worked at ncar starting in 
the late ‘60s and was head of hr before she retired. 
When i’d go on field projects to exotic places, she’d 
often join me after the project and we’d travel. We 
used to tour around colorado on a tandem bike. We 
do a lot of backpacking and skiing, and have a place 
up in edwards, near Vail, that we share with my 
brother and his family. i like to fly fish, hike, bike, 
run, and enjoy pilates and working out. i’ve run the 
bolder boulder for about the past 25 years. We’re 
going to hawaii for a few weeks soon, and i’d like 
to travel more in south america and do more biking 
around europe.

Staff Notes: Did you grow up here? 

Dick: i was born in Wichita, Kansas, and my family 
moved to Denver in the early ‘50s. i’ve been here 
since then. We live in lafayette now.

Staff Notes: any other hobbies?

Dick: For quite a while i was pursuing flying. i got my 
private pilot’s license and my instrument and com-
mercial ratings. in 1992, i started building an aircraft—
a kit airplane made out of fiberglass. but after about 
10 years, i decided i was never going to finish it. the 
kit manufacturer said it would take 2,000 hours to 
build, but i’d spent 3,000–4,000 and was maybe 
60–70% done. i sold it to another guy—and he’s still 
working on it.  

A profile of a randomly selected staff member

“I take great satisfaction in seeing 

the successful outcome of a field 

(or  development) project and the 

 subsequent publications that lead to a 

better understanding of atmospheric 

and environmental processes.”

Every other month, Staff Notes spotlights a staff member selected from the phone directory. This month 
we profile EOL’s Dick Friesen, who has spent more than 40 years in various appointments at NCAR.
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>>> Tornado warnings and 
public response

the 2008 super tuesDay 
tornado outbreak—so named 
because it began on tuesday, 
February 5, when 24 states were 
holding primary elections and 
caucuses—swept through several 
southern states and the lower 
ohio Valley, killing 57 people. 
Julie Demuth (ral) helped the 
national Weather service assess 
the societal impacts of the deadly 
tornadoes. the nWs undertakes 
these service assessments after 
major weather events, seeking 
input from government agencies, 
emergency managers, the media, 
and the public.

Julie served as the societal 
impacts representative on a team 
of 11 contributors, including nine 
nWs employees and an emer-
gency manager from Kansas. in 
the weeks following the tornado 
outbreak, the team went into 
the field, where Julie conducted 
in-person and phone interviews 
with the public. the objective was 
to discover as much as possible 
about the 57 fatalities and to 
interview survivors to assess their 
knowledge, perceptions, and deci-
sion making regarding the event.

noaa released a report on 
march 9  based on the team’s 
findings and recommendations. 
“service assessment of the super 
tuesday tornado outbreak of 
February 5–6, 2008,” analyzes 
forecasting performance and public 
response during the event and 
addresses a key area of concern: 
better understanding of people’s 
behavior when warnings are issued 
during severe weather events.

the assessment team found 
that most people were aware of 
the dangerous weather threat 
and received warnings of the 

 tornadoes. For many people, a 
single source of information did 
not spur them to take protective 
action; rather, they used multiple 
sources to assess their personal 
risks. although most people who 
received warnings did ultimately 
take cover in the best locations 
available to them, lack of ad-
equate shelter was a problem as 
the majority of the survivors did 
not have access to safe places 
(basements, storm cellars, or 
safe rooms) and two-thirds of the 
 victims were in mobile homes.  
www.weather.gov/os/assessments/ 
pdfs/super_tuesday.pdf

>>> Modeling the atmosphere 
at video game speed

researchers in essl and 
cisl are looking at how new 
generations of super-fast Graphi-
cal processing units (Gpus) and 
multicore chips, such as the cell 
broadband engine, can be used in 
atmospheric models. Gpus, which 
are very efficient at manipulating 
and displaying computer graph-
ics, are used in gaming systems 
such as microsoft Xbox, sony 
play station, and nintendo Wii—as 
well as in the pc on your desk. 
until now, they haven’t been ap-
plied to atmospheric modeling, 
although in the past few years 
researchers have been exploring 

their applications in other scien-
tific fields that require high levels 
of computing power.

“We’re basically taking non-
graphics applications and trying 
to exploit the computation power 
of graphics processors,” explains 
John michalakes (essl/mmm).

John is working on rewriting 
parts of the Weather research and 
Forecasting model (WrF) code to 
be compatible with Gpus, which 
have the potential to run much 
faster than standard chips, in 
 addition to being cost effective. a 
Gpu-accelerated kernel of the code 
that John completed runs 40 times 
faster than the host model. though 
still experimental, this microphys-
ics kernel is available to the com-
munity, making it the first commu-
nity atmospheric model with Gpu 
acceleration as an option.

John plans to incrementally 
adapt more WrF modules for Gpu 
acceleration. “there’s real poten-
tial for applying these to the more 
computationally intensive parts of 
our code,” he says.

in cisl, rory Kelly and José 
Garcia are also recoding atmo-
spheric models for Gpus. in addi-
tion, they’re developing general-
purpose mathematical libraries 
that modelers can use on accel-
erators in the future. “one of our 
goals is to explore the technology 
and figure out where it’s useful for 
atmospheric computation science, 
and another is to accelerate some 
specific models,” rory says.

When they recoded one 
computationally intensive part of 
hao’s merlin model, it ran 10–20 
times faster than the baseline 
code. they also worked on the 
radiation calculations in an older 
version of the community atmo-
sphere model (cam), speeding 
them up by about 15–20 times. 

A brief look at research throughout the organization

Right: Software to simulate 
cloud microphysics may 
get a boost from speedy 

graphical processing units 
used in video games.
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[QUESTION 610 • RECEIVED 04.06.09] 
looKinG at the Gsa Vehicles, i 

notice large pickup trucks, suVs, minivans, 
and some full-size sedans. i also notice 
ucar security personnel driving around in 
a new behemoth-sized suV. it is under-
standable that pickup trucks may be neces-
sary for field project deployments, and that 
the shuttle vans need to be large to accom-
modate many passengers. but there are 
many instances of single/double passenger 
transportation, where a small vehicle will 
suffice. For those instances, why are there 
not more fuel-efficient, cleaner vehicles in 
the fleet?

other questions:

•	 What	is	the	average	MPG	of	the	cur-
rent fleet?

•	 For	those	vehicles	that	are	designed	to	
run on flex-fuels (e85) or compressed 
natural gas, are they actually being 
run on alternative fuels?

•	 Are	there	any	plans	to	replace	older	
Gsa vehicles with hybrids?

as noteD by the Questioner, 
the composition of our vehicle 

fleet is driven (no pun intended) by pro-
gram needs usually necessitating larger 
vehicles. it is true that there are times 
they are underutilized. however, to avoid 
underutilization we would have to double 
the size of our fleet. this would be costly 
and an inefficient use of resources. 

as for the alleged “behemoth” security 
suV, it is actually a mid-sized crossover 
Dodge Journey and is needed for safety. 
most security work is performed in the dark 
of night and long after most ucar employ-
ees are safely at home and off the roads. 
security officers drive over 60,000 miles a 
year on poorly lit, poorly maintained, some-
times unplowed, and isolated back roads. 
officers almost always ride solo. this makes 
the need for a larger, safer vehicle doubly 
important, especially during white out 
blizzard conditions at 2 a.m. in the middle 
of winter. the modestly sized vehicle has 

other critical uses. it is used to assist and 
 transport stranded employees and motor-
ists. it carries emergency supplies, road 
signs, radios, lights, loudspeakers, battery 
chargers, and virtually anything else that 
might be needed in an emergency. the 
decision to employ a mid-sized crossover 
vehicle is the least that can be done to 
 assure the continued safety and well-being 
of our late night security officers.

transportation services is attempt-
ing to increase its alternative fuels fleet. 
currently, 34% (14 out of 43 Gsa vehicles) 
are alternative fuels vehicles. We have 13 
bi-fuel gas/ethanol (e85) vehicles and one 
electric hybrid vehicle (ehV). at present, 
we do not recommend use of ethanol in 
e85 vehicles because of inherent inefficien-
cies of this biofuel. ethanol production is 
energy intensive compared to gasoline, and 
demand for the fuel has pushed up prices 
for food with corn ingredients. however, 
the development of second-generation 
biofuels made from waste products and 
non-edible plants is promising, and we 
hope to fully utilize our growing e85 fleet 
in the future. We plan to increase our ehV 
fleet as these vehicles become more readily 
available through the Gsa leasing program. 
the ucar fleet averages 17.3 miles per 
gallon. [RESPONSE TO QUESTION 610 • RECEIVED 

04.21.09 FROM STEVE SADLER, DIRECTOR OF SAFETY 

AND SITE SERVICES, AND JEAN HANCOCK, MANAGER 

OF TRANSPORTATION SERVICES]

[QUESTION 611 • RECEIVED 05.05.09] 
Wireless netWorKs abounD in 

many diverse forms. most notable are the 
plain old wireless networks that many of us 
have in our homes, along with the general 
ucar-maintained network. these radios 
operate in an unlicensed part of the radio 
frequency (rF) spectrum, meaning the 
bandwidth has been designated for public 
consumption with some controls on the 
maximum power levels. 

my question is in regard to the ucar 
nets group’s recent attempt in controlling 
these unlicensed bands. certain parts of 

ncar are (or will be) experimenting with 
wireless networks in the same unlicensed 
band that the ucar wireless network is 
located (2.4 Ghz). 

Does the ucar nets group have the 
ability to halt these tests/development 
efforts as they both use the same spectrum 
as ucar’s wireless network? 

if nets can halt these tests, are they pre-
pared to forcibly stop all uses of blue tooth 
devices, as they also operate in this band? 

is the ucar nets group prepared to 
issue cease and desist letters to ucar’s 
many neighbors regarding personal wire-
less routers? 

if the u.s. government has declared 
chunks of the rF spectrum as free for con-
sumer use, by what authority does ucar, 
or the ucar nets group, dare restrict such 
devices’ operations?

Wireless manaGement at 
ucar is GuiDeD by the network 

coordination and advisory board policy 
(see link below). the network engineering 
and telecommunications section (nets) 
does not control or halt wireless usage. 
nets, per the policy, asks that wireless 
usage and testing be communicated 
in case of interference and/or wireless 
performance issues. nets has allowed and 
supported, and in many cases participated 
in, testing of other 2.4 Ghz band devices in 
accordance with the policy.

to date, nets has not seen any evi-
dence of interference between bluetooth 
and 802.11 Wlans. as such, there has been 
no need to restrict usage of bluetooth 
peripherals.

if there are particular cases of wireless 
testing or uses that need to be addressed, 
please contact nets to discuss.

policy on 802.11 Wireless access point 
Deployment (4/1/08):
www.ucar.edu/ncab/policies/ 
wirelessaccesspointdeploymentpolicy.htm 
[RESPONSE TO QUESTION 611 • RECEIVED 05.13.09 

FROM MARLA MEEHL, NETS SECTION MANAGER]  

Q

Q

A

GSA Vehicle Fleet

Wireless Network 
Management

answers to your  delphi questions

A
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the annual spring Fling 
staff party, held may 15, 
featured a motown-themed 
lip sync contest followed 
by food and festivities. 

the ucar board of 
trustees has appointed 
two new senior 
 scientists and seven 
new scientists iiis.

a new technique 
 developed at ncar will 
help asteroseismologists 
learn about stars from 
their oscillations, or 
“starquakes.”

TAKE ANOTHER LOOK ONLINE: www.ucar.edu/communications/staffnotestake a look
a neW eXhibit is in place at the mesa lab, featuring 

i.m. pei’s original architectural model of the lab. the 

exhibit, which is located off the mesa lab’s mezza-

nine, features illustrated panels, displays, and audio 

clips about pei, the building, and its significance to the 

history of architecture. an opening reception for the 

exhibit is planned for June 25.


